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Introduction 
 
 
a) Purpose of the portfolio   
 
The Leader is responsible for the development, implementation and monitoring of many of the Council’s plans, 
policies, strategies and projects that shape delivery of the Council’s Vision Statements.  She is responsible for 
facilitating a corporate approach across Executive portfolios and for enabling Executive Councillors to work 
together to achieve effective and integrated decision making in the interests of the city and its residents.   
 
In May 2011 responsibility for the Council’s overall approach to climate change was added to this portfolio.  The 
Leader is also the member champion for equalities and diversity. 
 
The leader’s role is complemented at officer level by the role of the Chief Executive who has responsibility for 
providing leadership for managers and staff in the organisation and ensuring the council works effectively to 
deliver those decisions. 
 
 
b) Context for the Portfolio Plan 
 
Council Vision 
The Council’s eight corporate vision statements were reiterated as part of the 2011 Annual Statement and 
provide the context for the Council’s work.   
 
The first and fifth vision statements have recently been revised to emphasise the Council’s intention to support 
disadvantaged residents, and to recognise the broad base of Cambridge’s economic growth.   
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So, “A city which is diverse and tolerant, values activities which bring people together and where everyone feels 
they have a stake in the community” becomes “A city which celebrates its diversity, unites in its priority for 
the disadvantaged and strives for shared community wellbeing”; and “a city with a thriving knowledge-
based economy that benefits the whole community and builds on its reputation as a global hub of ideas and 
learning“ becomes “A city with a thriving local economy that benefits the whole community and builds on 
its global pre-eminence in learning and discovery”. 
 
The complete revised vision statements now read as per Background Information on p14 of this plan. 
 
Government Policy  
The Coalition Government has developed a number of policies in the past year which have a significant bearing 
on the work of the Council and the services it provides to residents.  In addition to the passage through 
Parliament of the Localism Act, which aims to deliver greater local decision making, there have been significant 
announcements and proposals around local government resources, housing, public health, planning and 
economic growth and data transparency.   
 
Financial Context – delivering savings and efficiency 
Portfolio holders and managers have carefully reviewed services to find the further savings that the Council 
needs to make to live within its resource envelope in the remaining years of the comprehensive spending review.  
During 2012/13 the Council will need to develop proposals to achieve further net savings of £1.085m from its 
budget for 2013/14. 
 
In addition to this, the whole method of local government funding is being examined through the Local 
Government Resource Review (including proposals for localisation of business rates), self-financing of the 
Housing Revenue Account and the most significant overhaul of the benefits system (including Housing Benefit 
and Council Tax Benefit) since the Beveridge report nearly 70 years ago.   
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Government-funded freezes on Council Tax levels, whilst welcome, have the effect of eroding our Council Tax 
base in real terms, and therefore create greater pressure on our resources when the central Government 
funding expires.   
 
The Council also faces pressure from lower-than-anticipated income arising from the ongoing national (and 
international) economic downturn. 
 
Going forward, the Leader and Executive Councillors will be using three guiding principles to help them make 
decisions about prioritising services and finding savings across the Council to meet the savings requirements set 
out in the Council’s Medium Term Strategy: 
 

• Protect services for vulnerable individuals and communities 
• Protect basic services that keep our city looking good and working well 
• Make sure we get things right where we only have one chance to do so – particularly in terms of planning 

for new communities 
 
The Chief Executive and the Strategic Leadership Team will continue to work with the Leader, Executive 
Councillors and Heads of Service to ensure the savings requirements are delivered within these principles and 
to achieve the overall vision of the Council.  
 
Organisational and Cultural Change  
Over the last year senior managers across the Council have been implementing service reviews and 
restructures to deliver savings and improve “one council” ways of working.  The Council is now managing a 
programme of organisational development and cultural change which will support and embed those efficiencies 
and new ways of working further, to ensure the Council is fit for purpose to deliver its vision within the resources 
available.  A staff survey was undertaken in early Summer 2011, and the council will incorporate its response to 
issues emerging from this survey into its change programme. 
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Citizen Engagement and Area Working 
The Council has plans to shift the balance of our formal decision making away from the Guildhall by 
strengthening the role of area committees and improving area working.  We have been using the North Area 
Committee to pilot new ways of working, and as the trial concludes we will be evaluating the lessons learned and 
transferring best practice to the other area committees where appropriate.  From April 2012 we plan to devolve 
more decisions to ward councillors and will continue to encourage partners to do the same.  
 
The aims continue to be to achieve greater participation and engagement through area working so that ward 
councillors and local people can influence more of the decisions that affect their local area.  We will also be 
seeking to support staff to deliver services more effectively together in neighbourhoods.  
 
A new code of best practice on consultation and community engagement was adopted in the summer of 2011, 
with the intention of ensuring the Council involves and engages all appropriate parts of the community when 
developing new policies and plans. 
 
We want to improve the way we communicate with service users. We have made great progress with our 
customer service centre and we have made improvements to our website but we need to do more to encourage 
and enable people to do business with us on-line.   
 
We also need to continue to review the most efficient and effective ways of communicating with residents and 
other stakeholders using the opportunities provided by new media as well as more traditional forms of 
communication.  We plan to modernise our website further, as well as continuing to explore the opportunities for 
community engagement provided by social media such as twitter and Facebook. 
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Equalities Duty and new Equalities Framework 
Cambridge City Council has a vision of a city which is diverse and tolerant.  A new Public Sector Equalities Duty 
came into force in April 2011 under the Equalities Act 2010.  We have revised our Single Equalities Scheme to 
meet these duties, incorporating six strategic equality objectives.   
 
The City Council benefited from an independent diversity “Peer Review” early in 2011, and having implemented 
some key actions identified through that process we have been designated as performing at the “achieving” level 
of the local government equality standard.   
 
We will continue to provide and protect services for vulnerable people, and will specifically seek to understand 
and meet the needs of people with mental health issues in the year ahead. 
 
Openness, Transparency and Accountability 
The council strives to be open and transparent. All formal meetings are open to the public and the Council 
publishes information about the decisions we make, the money we spend, the allowances we pay to Councillors 
and the salaries we pay to our senior staff.   
 
We will continue to review the information we publish on our website and in Cambridge Matters to ensure it is 
useful and relevant (including the frequency of Cambridge Matters).  We will explore which additional data sets 
we hold that could be made available directly to the public so they are empowered to evaluate our work and to 
propose actions we might take.   
 
This will include information about how well we are delivering services (both qualitative and quantitative) as we 
take responsibility for our own performance management in the context of the abolition of the Audit Commission, 
Local Area Agreements and the National Indicator Set. 
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Partnership Working  
The Council works within a complex network of partnership structures and work has already been undertaken 
across the county to streamline these and to reduce unnecessary bureaucracy.  The Council’s own ‘Principles of 
Partnership Working’ provide a framework for assessing where and how we should engage in partnership work.  
In essence they confirm we will work collaboratively with partner organisations (including those in the voluntary 
and community sectors) where we have a statutory duty to do so, where it helps us to deliver the Council’s vision 
statements and where it is the right use of our time and resources to do so.   
 
Climate Change and Sustainabilty 
Cambridge City Council has a vision of a city at the forefront of low carbon living.  For the past five years we 
have been working to a climate change strategy which we will be renewing in the year ahead.  We will set a new 
baseline for our carbon footprint based on the new nationally agreed standards and definitions.  We will at the 
same time set a stretching target for reducing our carbon footprint further.   
 
This target, and the actions we hope to implement to deliver it will be captured in a Carbon Management Plan, to 
be published in Spring 2012 following scrutiny at Strategy & Resources committee.  High standards for 
sustainable living will also be a key element of Cambridge’s new local plan.  We will continue to explore ways to 
promote carbon-reducing choices and investments with our partners and with residents and communities in the 
City and its wider sphere of influence. 
 
c) The following service divisions will contribute to the achievement of this Plan’s Objectives: 
The Head of Corporate Strategy, Andrew Limb, reports directly to the Chief Executive. He will support the Chief 
Executive and Leader in the delivery of this Portfolio Plan together with staff in: 

• Strategy and Partnerships; 
• Corporate Marketing and Communications; and the 
• Corporate Projects Manager and colleagues in services across the Council. 
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Vision Statements applicable to this portfolio  
 
All vision statements are applicable to the Strategy portfolio. In particular: 
 

• A city which celebrates its diversity, unites in its priority for the disadvantaged and strives for shared 
community wellbeing 

 
• A city in the forefront of low carbon living and minimising its impact on the environment from waste and 

pollution 
 

• A city whose citizens feel they can influence public decision making and are equally keen to pursue 
individual and community initiatives 
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Strategic Objectives 2012-2013 
 

Vision Statements: A city whose citizens feel they can influence public decision making and are equally 
keen to pursue individual and community initiatives  
 
A city which celebrates its diversity, unites in its priority for the disadvantaged and 
strives for shared community wellbeing 
 

Strategic Objective S1: 
 

Engage and involve local people from all backgrounds and communities more in 
decisions about their local area  
 

By March 2013 we will 
have: 
 

S1.1 Implemented further devolution of decision making to area committees, for instance 
relating to developer contributions, to ensure more locally-informed decision-making. 
 
S1.2 Reviewed the lessons learned from the North Area Pilot and developed more 
coherent and efficient approaches to area working across the Council’s services. 
 
S1.3 Implemented the first year actions in our Single Equalities Scheme to ensure we 
understand and meet the diverse needs of the city’s communities. 
 
S1.4 Engaged and consulted with communities on key issues affecting them in appropriate 
and effective ways, in line with our Code of Practice on Consultation and the Equalities 
Strategy 
 
S1.5 Implemented changes required by the Localism Act and prepared to respond to new 
community rights. 
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Lead Officer: Andrew Limb 
Performance Measures: 
 

• Number of decisions taken at area committees 
• Whether we have implemented actions and achieved the intended outcomes expressed 

in the new Single Equalities Scheme 
Delivery Risks: 
 

Complexity of developer contributions and legal / financial constraints around devolving 
these for instance in context of change to Community Infrastructure Levy; availability of 
developer contributions 
Capacity of services to engage and consult with communities fully 
 

 
Vision Statement: 
 

A city whose citizens feel they can influence public decision making and are equally 
keen to pursue individual and community initiatives  
 

Strategic Objective S2: 
 

Enhance the transparency, accountability and accessibility of the council’s services 
and decision making 

By March 2013 we will 
have: 
 

S2.1 Developed a more accessible and transactional internet presence, including a 
refreshed website and more effective use of social media 
 
S2.2 Made available in accessible and easy to use formats the information and data that 
Cambridge residents want and need about the Council’s services and performance, in line 
with the Council’s aspirations for openness, the Government’s Code of Recommended 
Practice for Local Authorities on Data Transparency and equalities accessibility standards.  
Reviewed the frequency of Cambridge Matters, after the changes to waste collection 
routes proposed for 2012, to ensure maximum value for money. 
 
S2.3 Reviewed our decision making processes and determined whether the Council should 
adopt a different constitutional arrangement for scrutiny and decision making. 
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Lead Officer: 
 

Andrew Limb 

Performance Measures: 
 

• Number of transactions possible on the Council’s corporate website + actual number 
of transactions carried out 

• Number of Freedom of Information requests received, proportion responded to on 
time (target 100%), Number of Information Commissioner Directions (target nil) 

• Qualitative assessment of impact of citizen feedback through social media on council 
service performance and decision making 

Delivery Risks: Complexity of website implementation; preparedness / capacity of other services to 
develop online transactions;  
Preparedness / capacity of services to provide relevant information in appropriate and 
accessible formats 
Complexity of options on constitutional arrangements and diversity of views 
 

 
Vision Statement: 
 

All vision statements 

Strategic Objective S3: 
 

The Council works in partnership with other agencies to more effectively deliver the 
Council’s vision statements 

By March 2013 we will 
have: 
 

S3.1 Worked with partners to drive forward the economic development of the city and its 
surrounding area through the Local Enterprise Partnership and its thematic and 
geographical sub-groups 
 
S3.2 Engaged stakeholders, partners and residents in partnership-based projects that 
contribute to delivering the Council’s vision for Cambridge and the surrounding area. 

Lead Officer: 
 

Antoinette Jackson 
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Performance Measures: 
 

Unemployment rate, business start-ups 

Delivery Risks: Clarity of purpose of partnerships 
Other partners choose not to adopt a high level of public transparency and accountability. 

 
Vision Statement: 
 

A city in the forefront of low carbon living and minimising its impact on the environment 
from waste and pollution 

Strategic Objective S4: 
 

To reduce the City Council’s carbon footprint and energy bills and to demonstrate 
leadership within the city on climate change and sustainability 

By March 2013 we will 
have: 
 

S4.1 Implemented the first year actions of our Carbon Management Plan to reduce our 
carbon footprint and energy bills. 
 
S4.2 Brought forward a proposal for a district heating scheme to contribute to reduced 
energy bills and carbon footprint in the city, subject to feasibility assessments. 
 
S4.3 Supported residents to take advantage of Government initiatives (such as the Green 
Deal) and address fuel poverty 
 
S4.4 Adopted a refreshed Climate Change Strategy to set out our strategic approach to 
climate change over the next five years. 
 
S4.5 Managed the Climate Change Fund and Sustainable City Grants to implement our 
carbon management plan and facilitate sustainability outcomes in the City. 

Lead Officer: 
 

Andrew Limb (S4.1, 4.4 and 4.5); Jas Lally (S4.3); Simon Payne (S4.2) 

Performance Measures: Council’s carbon footprint, as expressed in tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions 
per head (tCO2e per head) 
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Whether district heating scheme meets its project milestones (subject to viability) 
 

Delivery Risks: Funding and capacity to implement schemes 
Complexity of partnership approaches to district heating scheme and similar initiatives 
 

Vision Statement: 
 

All vision statements 

Strategic Objective 5: 
 

Ensure the City Council is equipped to deliver the Council’s vision within the 
resources available 

By March 2013 we will 
have: 
 

S5.1 Implemented the first phase of change programme projects 
 
S5.2 Delivered service reviews to realise the savings targets in the Medium Term Strategy 
 
S5.3 Identified further savings options to deliver savings in subsequent years 

Lead Officer: 
 

Antoinette Jackson 

Performance Measures: 
 

Achievement of savings targets (£1.085m for 2013/14),  
Progress with change projects 

Delivery Risks: Changes in macro economic environment and Government policy. 
Capacity of service teams and support teams to deliver the scale of change required 
Range and complexity of cultural and organisational change projects 
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Background Information: 
 
Amended Vision Statements, January 2012 
 
Our vision  
The Council has a clear vision for the future of our city, a vision which we share with Cambridge citizens and with partner 
organisations.  

Cambridge – where people matter  
A city which celebrates its diversity, unites in its priority for the disadvantaged and strives for shared community wellbeing 
 

 A city whose citizens feel they can influence public decision making and are equally keen to pursue individual and 
community initiatives  

 A city where people behave with consideration for others and where harm and nuisance are confronted wherever possible 
without constraining the lives of all  

 
Cambridge – a good place to live, learn and work  
 A city which recognises and meets needs for housing of all kinds – close to jobs and neighbourhood facilities  
 

 A city which draws inspiration from its iconic historic centre and achieves a sense of place in all of its parts with generous 
urban open spaces and well- designed buildings  

A city with a thriving local economy that benefits the whole community and builds on its global pre-eminence in learning and 
discovery 
 

 A city where getting around is primarily by public transport, bike and on foot  
 

Cambridge – caring for the planet  
 A city in the forefront of low carbon living and minimising its impact on the environment from waste and pollution  
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